Opening a Digital Session

Students can use these directions to access independent work sessions or live digital sessions created by their teacher(s) in CTLS Learn.

1. After opening a Digital Classroom, click on the Digital Sessions button on the navigation bar on the left side of the screen.

2. Once on the Digital Sessions page, click on the Digital Session as instructed by your teacher(s).
3. The Digital Session tile includes information about the session:
   a. Teacher(s) Name(s)
   b. Session Expiration Date
      i. If the teacher has set a date, the session will only be available up to the expiration date.
   c. Session Assignments
      i. Total number of assignments
      ii. Number of assignments student has started
      iii. Number of assignments student has submitted/turned in
      iv. Number of assignments finished and scored by the teacher(s)

4. After clicking on a Digital Session tile, students will see the Digital Session instructions, the session chat (if turned on by the teacher), additional resources, and assignments.